
Aiming to 
Take Over 
Risk Money 
Worldwide
Advantage Lies in Japanese 
Listed Companies that Have 
Strengthened Business Structure

Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), 
the central market of Japan, 
is working on quantitative 

e x p a n s i o n  a n d  q u a l i t a t i v e 
enhancement toward a “universal 
market” that is convenient for 
e ve r y o n e ,  i n c l u d i n g  f o r e i g n 
investors, based on its medium-
t e r m  m a n a g e m e n t  p l a n  t h a t 
commenced in fiscal 2008.  TSE is 
focusing on further development 
of market infrastructure based on 
the view that Japanese companies 
that have strengthened their 
struc tures in the wake of  the 
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collapse of the bubble economy 
are attractive investment targets 
for foreign investors, which now 
account for more than a 60% share 
in stock trading value.

Aiming for a Universal 
Exchange

As Japan’s central market, TSE 

serves an important role of supporting 

domestic and foreign financing and fund 

management.  TSE Group is currently 

focusing on further development of market 

infrastructure based on its medium-term 

management plan (FY2008 to FY2010).  

Its future vision is a “universal exchange.”  

“A universal exchange means not simply 

a global exchange, but a market that is 

convenient for anybody.  In other words, 

TSE aims to become a market that supports 

wealth building in accordance with diverse 

life plans and a dynamic market that 

takes over risk money worldwide,” says 

Shunzo Kayanuma, Director of Corporate 

Communications at TSE.

Quantitative Expansion 
Through Product Lineup

One of the basic strategies toward the 

future vision of a “universal exchange” 

is quantitative expansion.  To realize 

this, TSE will first focus on boosting the 

lineup of products being traded.  TSE 

has three cash equity markets: The First 

Section, the Second Section and Mothers. 

The unique attribute of TSE is that it 

comprises markets with their own unique 

characteristics: Mothers targets emerging 

companies with rich growth potential; the 

Second Section targets medium-sized 

companies that have established corporate 

bases; and the First Section serves 

large companies that operate globally.  

Kayanuma says, “In the future, we will not 

only expand our diverse product lineup 

regarding stocks, but also products like 

ETFs and REITs that contribute to wealth 

building of investors.”

The other measure for realizing 

quantitative expansion is the provision 

of a safe and high-performance trading 

system.  TSE is currently developing a 

next-generation trading system for the 

stock market and plans to put the system 
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in operation in early 2010.  The capital 

expenditure related to the introduction 

of this system amounts to 11.5 billion 

yen.  Kayanuma explains: “The next-

generation trading system boasts the 

world’s highest class system architecture 

equipped with high speed, reliability, 

scalability and robustness.  The speed 

and capacity of processing orders will 

significantly improve with the operation of 

the new trading system.  In addition, we 

are currently developing a next-generation 

trading system for options trading as well, 

and this is slated to begin operations in the 

summer of 2009.”

Qualitative Enhancement 
by Strengthening 
Regulatory Functions

The other basic strategy toward this 

future vision is qualitative enhancement.  

In order to realize this, it is necessary 

to start by heightening the quality of 

the companies listed on the exchange.  

“Given that foreign investors now account 

for more than a 60% share in stock 

trading value on TSE, listed companies 

are strongly required to provide highly 

transparent disclosure that is easy for 

foreign investors to understand.  In 

response to such situation, TSE embraces 

enhancement and quality improvement 

of information provision to investors 

as one of its key strategies.  TSE is also 

strengthening support to enhance the 

corporate governance of listed companies,” 

says Kayanuma.

TSE is also focusing on strengthening 

its self-regulatory functions in order 

to establish a fair and reliable market.  

Tokyo Stock Exchange Regulation, Inc., 

which handles listing examination and 

listing administration, conducts strict 

listing examination from an independent 

standpoint in order to heighten the quality 

of listed companies.  The number of new 

listings in 2008 was 54, the lowest level 

since 1998 when the economy was in a 

recession.  This was mainly due to the 

slump in stock prices resulting from the 

knock-on effect of the global financial 

crisis, but it is undeniable that strict listing 

examination was also a contributing factor.  

“In any case, the goal of the medium-

term management plan is to expand the 

market scale through a synergy between 

quantitative expansion and qualitative 

enhancement,” emphasizes Kayanuma.

Strengthening the 
Derivatives Market in the 
Next 3 Years

TSE has developed a plan to strengthen 

its derivatives market as part of its 

medium-term management target over 

the three years beginning in fiscal 2008.  

TSE is one of the world’s leading cash 

markets as well as the first exchange in 

Japan to start financial derivatives trading.  

TSE started Japanese Government Bond 

futures trading in 1985, TOPIX futures 

Shunzo  Kayanuma
Director, Corporate Communications 
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trading in 1988 and stock options trading 

in 1997, and currently offers these and 

other futures and options trading.

Based on such a history, TSE is keen on 

making concentrated efforts to strengthen 

its derivatives market beginning in fiscal 

2008.  The following factors serve as the 

backdrop for this move: (1) Standardized 

derivatives products adapt well to stock 

market trading; and (2) derivatives markets 

can be operated at lower costs compared 

to cash markets.  Kayanuma states, “We 

aim to double the trading volume on the 

derivatives market compared to fiscal 

2007 through such efforts as the listing 

of new products, the development of new 

indices, the upgrading of systems and the 

extension of trading hours.”

Strengthening Alliances 
with Overseas Stock 
Exchanges

Aiming to provide high convenience 

to market users, TSE has stepped 

up its alliances with overseas stock 

exchanges.  The representative example 

is the establishment of a new market for 

professional investors in alliance with 

London Stock Exchange.  Specifically, 

TSE and London Stock Exchange are to 

establish a joint venture company, which 

will open a new stock market.  The market 

participants will be limited to professional 

investors such as institutional investors.

In the current market, foreign 

companies listed on TSE must prepare 

financial statements based on Japanese 

accounting standards and required 

documents written in Japanese, which is 

a heavy burden on foreign companies.  In 

consideration of this, the new market for 

professional investors requires financial 

statements based on globally accepted 

accounting standards and required 

documents written in English, and exempts 

listed companies from quarterly financial 

reports.  “Many foreign companies, notably 

from other parts of Asia, are expected to 

join because of the lower listing expenses.  

We aim to launch the new market in the 

spring of 2009,” adds Kayanuma.

TSE has concluded a strategic 

agreement for IT and other fields with 

NYSE Euronext, an alliance between 

U.S. and European exchanges.  Through 

this tie-up, TSE has received consultation 

from NYSE Euronext in various technical 

arenas in the IT field.  In addition, the 

options trading system (Tdex+) currently 

under development by TSE is based on 

NYSE Euronext’s LIFFE system.  The 

exchanges will also facilitate product 

sharing, where products listed on the 

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) will 

be listed on TSE.  TSE listed exchange-

traded fund (ETF) tracking the standard 

price of gold for the first time in June 2008, 

a product also listed on the NYSE.

TSE has also concluded cooperation 
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agreements with many Asian stock 

exchanges for the purpose of technical 

assistance and information exchange.  For 

instance, TSE entered into comprehensive 

cooperation agreements with Vietnam’s 

Hochiminh Stock Exchange in October 

2007 and with the Mongolian Stock 

Exchange in May 2008.  These alliances are 

in view of future business opportunities.

Advantage Lies in Japanese 
Listed Companies That 
Have Strengthened 
Business Structure

The advantage of TSE lies in the fact 

that many listed Japanese companies are 

in a relatively superior position compared 

to U.S. and European companies that 

have faced the direct impact of the global 

financial crisis.  Japanese companies 

have eliminated excesses in employment, 

facilities and liabilities, and strengthened 

company structure during the “Lost 

Decade” after the collapse of the bubble 

economy.  Some companies are leveraging 

their new strength to embark on corporate 

acquisitions and other growth strategies 

in the global arena.  Kayanuma concludes: 

“Overall, the quality of Japanese companies 

listed on TSE is being enhanced, and there 

is an increasing number of firms that are 

attractive to invest.  This is the point I would 

like to stress most to foreign investors.  I 

would also like overseas companies to pay 

attention to the huge financial assets of 

Japan.  As indicated in the establishment 

of a new market for professional investors, 

we will strive to create an environment that 

makes TSE easily accessible to foreign 

companies.”


